
TYPO3 Core - Task #80717

Epic # 80700 (Closed): Remove deprecated code from the core

Remove deprecated code from ext:backend

2017-04-05 19:59 - Wouter Wolters

Status: Closed Start date: 2017-04-05

Priority: Should have Due date:  

Assignee:  % Done: 0%

Category: Code Cleanup Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Target version:    

TYPO3 Version: 8 Complexity:  

PHP Version:  Sprint Focus:  

Tags:    

Description

sysext/backend/Resources/Public/JavaScript/Viewport.js:125:                // @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in v9.

sysext/backend/Resources/Public/JavaScript/backend.js:134:// @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9, this

functionality will be removed in TYPO3 v9.

sysext/backend/Resources/Public/JavaScript/jsfunc.inline.js:1210:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS v8, this method will be

removed in TYPO3 CMS v9. Use $.escapeSelector() instead, which was added with jQuery 3.0.

sysext/backend/Resources/Public/JavaScript/Severity.js:51:        // @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS 7, will be removed in TYPO3

CMS 9, use info instead of information

sysext/backend/Resources/Private/Templates/Wizards/SuggestWizard.html:1:<f:comment>@deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9</f:comment>

sysext/backend/Classes/Template/ModuleTemplate.php:569:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Domain/Repository/Localization/LocalizationRepository.php:172:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Domain/Repository/Localization/LocalizationRepository.php:186:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Domain/Repository/Localization/LocalizationRepository.php:321:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Domain/Repository/Localization/LocalizationRepository.php:383:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/View/PageLayoutView.php:1305:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/Container/SoloFieldContainer.php:35:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3

v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/Wizard/SuggestWizard.php:24: * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9 -

suggest has been merged to GroupElement directly

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/Wizard/SuggestWizard.php:38:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS 8, will be removed in TYPO3

CMS 9.

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/Wizard/ValueSliderWizard.php:26: * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/Wizard/ValueSliderWizard.php:35:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS 8, will be removed in TYPO3

CMS 9.

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/AbstractNode.php:120:            // @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS 8, will be removed in TYPO3 CMS

9.

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/AbstractNode.php:161:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9 - use

getValidationDataAsJsonString() instead

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/FormResultCompiler.php:165:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/Element/AbstractFormElement.php:312:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in

TYPO3 v9 - remove together with renderWizards(), log is thrown in renderWizards()

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/Element/AbstractFormElement.php:340:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in

TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/FormDataProvider/TcaFlexPrepare.php:207:                    // @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS 7. Not

removed in TYPO3 CMS 8 though. This call will stay for now to allow further TCA migrations in 8.

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/FormDataProvider/AbstractItemProvider.php:1071:                // @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9 - see also the flexHack part in TcaFlexProcess

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/FormDataProvider/AbstractItemProvider.php:1080:                // @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9 - see also the flexHack part in TcaFlexProcess

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/FormDataProvider/AbstractItemProvider.php:1097:                // @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9 - see also the flexHack part in TcaFlexProcess

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/FormDataProvider/AbstractItemProvider.php:1315:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be
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removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/FormDataProvider/TcaFlexProcess.php:373:            // @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed

in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Form/DatabaseFileIconsHookInterface.php:21: * @deprecated and no longer called since TYPO3 v8, will be

removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Clipboard/Clipboard.php:678:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Routing/UriBuilder.php:139:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9, use the

buildUriFromRoute() method

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/Wizard/ColorpickerController.php:30: * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3

v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/Wizard/ColorpickerController.php:127:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in

TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/Page/LocalizationController.php:155:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in

TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/BackendController.php:832:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9.

Use the "constructPostProcess" hook within BackendController instead.

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/BackendController.php:849:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9.

Use the "constructPostProcess" hook within BackendController instead.

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/BackendController.php:883:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9,

use the according PageRenderer methods directly

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/EditDocumentController.php:212:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3

v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/PageLayoutController.php:116:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS 8, will be removed in

TYPO3 CMS 9.

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/PageLayoutController.php:125:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS 8, will be removed in

TYPO3 CMS 9.

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/PageLayoutController.php:218:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 CMS 8, will be removed in

TYPO3 CMS 9.

sysext/backend/Classes/Controller/PageLayoutController.php:1006:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3

v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Http/AjaxRequestHandler.php:174:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Console/Application.php:22: * This class is @deprecated in favor of the Core-based CommandApplication,

which has a different

sysext/backend/Classes/Module/BaseScriptClass.php:378:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9, use

the Doctrine DBAL layer via the ConnectionPool class

sysext/backend/Classes/Module/AbstractFunctionModule.php:129:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Module/AbstractFunctionModule.php:208:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Module/AbstractFunctionModule.php:290:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9

sysext/backend/Classes/Module/AbstractFunctionModule.php:300:     * @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9,

use the Doctrine DBAL layer via the ConnectionPool class

sysext/backend/Configuration/Backend/Routes.php:42:    // @deprecated since TYPO3 v8, will be removed in TYPO3 v9.

History

#1 - 2017-09-08 16:16 - Riccardo De Contardi

- Status changed from Accepted to Closed

Closed for now.

Note: in sysext:backend I found only a file containing the string "will be removed in TYPO3 v9"

(sysext/backend/Classes/Template/DocumentTemplate.php:185).
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